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Since 2004 DESY operates a Grid infrastructure and has participated in national and international Grid projects such as EGEE (2004-2010), D-GRID (2005-2009), and EGI / NGI-DE (since 2010). In 2006 DESY became a Tier-2 centre (MoU signed 2006-02-08) for ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb as part of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). In the context of the Physics at the Terascale project DESY operates the National Analysis Facility (NAF) which complements the Grid with interactive computing resources.


In order to equip DESY and U Hamburg users with Grid user certificates, a registration authority (RA) serving the German certification authority (CA) at GridKa in Karlsruhe is available.

The global entry point for Users in the Grid is the Global Grid User Support (GGUS).
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A reference to a publication describing the Grid infrastructure at DESY is "Interactive analysis notebooks on DESY batch resources" [1]
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